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EMOTA welcomes the UN and EU Commission goals to ensure the digital economy is accessible to
all EU ci<zens
EMOTA calls on MEPs and the EU Commission to ensure the measures are propor<onate to the
market needs and will not restrict innova<on and compe<<on by being too prescrip<ve and overly
burdensome
Policy makers should also ensure that the scope of the proposal is clearly deﬁned and avoids
unnecessary overlaps with other legisla<on or excessively broad measures
EMOTA welcomes the EU Parliament’s proposal to exempt micro-enterprises from the scope of
the Proposal and calls for a factual based approach
EMOTA does not support general blanket obliga<on for any of the players in the eCommerce value
chain is not supported
The labelling of non-accessible products as unsafe is dispropor<onate and will result in
burdensome requirements for all stakeholders in the value chain

Introductory remarks

EMOTA’s[1] welcomes and fully support the United NaCons and EU Commission goals to enable the access
to the digital economy to as many ciCzens as possible. In December 2015, the EU Commission published
the EU Accessibility Act1 which, among other requirements, introduces a general obligaCon for online
merchants to provide website data in formats meant to be used for accessibility applicaCons (text to
speech, etc.).
EMOTA and the majority of stakeholders have warned that such an approach can lead to unnecessary
burdens for businesses and consumers and negaCvely impact innovaCon and compeCCon in the market.
Such measures would signiﬁcantly raise the entry costs to the Digital Single Market, especially for smaller
companies. Some of the EMOTA Members calculated that webshops would be forced to invest over
900.000 Euro and signiﬁcant human resources and Cme into becoming compliant with this DirecCve and
then in the longer run maintaining in place the systems necessary for regular updates and maintenance
(Link).

[1] EMOTA, the European eCommerce and Omni Channel Trade AssociaCon, is the European level umbrella federaCon represenCng online and distance sellers across
Europe. The main mission of EMOTA is to promote eCommerce and Distance Selling and help policy makers remove any barriers to cross-border selling. Transparency
register N° 11251212351-96
1 h[p://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1202
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The speciﬁcs: what are we trying to tackle?
Scope:
EMOTA considers that the EU Commission did not issue a clear and proporConal legislaCve proposal,
supported by clear evidence and with the development of innovaCon and choice as goals. The EU
Commission instead chose a blanket approach, unnecessarily extending the scope to temporary and
permanent limitaCons in the user’s funcConality. Our members’ approach is one of inclusiveness but this
should be carried out within the remit of pracCcal applicaCon for businesses.

EMOTA also considers that the EU Commission did not ensure that the DirecCve does not unnecessarily
overlap and is consistent with other sector speciﬁc legislaCon. EMOTA does not support the concept of a
universal design for all. This is an unnecessarily burdensome concept and in pracCce it means a blanket
approach.
NoCﬁcaCon obligaCons:
EMOTA fully supports the views of the EU Parliament Rapporteur, MEP Løkkegaard, that microenterprises should be removed from the scope of the DirecCve. Policy makers should focus on crea<ng
incen<ves for micro-enterprises in terms of innova<on and grow new solu<ons rather than focus on a
blanket obliga<on for accessibility.

SMEs should be removed from the noCﬁcaCon requirements to the naConal authoriCes, while keeping in
place the opCon for these to supply documentaCon if requested by authoriCes. EMOTA would propose a
lite regime for SMEs in terms of documentaCon and other obligaCons under this DirecCve so as not to
unduly place administraCve burdens on SMEs, as the recitals outline.
The noCﬁcaCon procedures and documentaCon should be harmonized at the EU level to avoid further
fragmentaCon in the Single market, especially for those businesses operaCng across borders.
As menConed above, the DirecCve’s scope should be focused only on persons with disabiliCes, thus not
including temporary and permanent funcConal limitaCons which are overly general and thus harm the
objecCve of addressing the needs of persons with disabiliCes.
What products could be covered:
EMOTA supports the view of the Rapporteur that the DirecCve should focus only on goods for consumers.
Even with such a restricCon in scope EMOTA would suggest going further in selecCng only certain
products, ensuring that a minimum level of accessibility is available to consumers and at the same Cme
investments towards innovaCon in this area are encouraged.
CE Marking?
EMOTA would strongly encourage policy makers to consider other more targe[ed mechanisms to the
one proposed by the EU Commission for the marking of “accessible” products. Applying the same
marking rules as for compliance (including associated liabiliCes) would only result in a very confusing
approach for both consumers and sellers.
Risk language and recall measures:
We do not see the added beneﬁt of introducing risk-based language in the proposed DirecCve. It is
disproporConate to label a product not yet fully in accord with this DirecCve as ‘presenCng a risk related
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to accessibility’ as this is far beyond the scope of health and safety requirements. Furthermore, recalls are
an excessive measure for businesses to take and pose signiﬁcant obstacles to new entrants to the market.
We fully support MEP Løkkegaard’s view that these measures would only serve as barriers to innovaCon.
Online Marketplaces and the supply chain:
While EMOTA supports the exempCons proposed by MEP Løkkegaard and the clariﬁcaCon intended by
the introducCon of “online marketplaces” instead of the very broad “e-commerce” EMOTA looks ath this
soluCon with cauCon and does not favor a blanket obligaCon for online marketplaces in terms of
accessibility.

Being commercially driven, most businesses, including online sellers and marketplaces, have an interest
and strive to make their products and services as accessible as possible for all consumers. The market has
developed and conCnues to develop the technologies that would address every user’s needs.
However, a blanket obligaCon approach simply guided by the size of the company risks inhibiCng the
investments in innovaCve soluCons and the development of compeCCon. EMOTA stresses that online
marketplaces are essenCal for the development of micro-enterprises and SMEs in eCommerce. Plajorms
provide micro-enterprises and SMEs with eﬃcient, low entry cost soluCons to sell their products and
services. As the eCommerce market is extremely compeCCve at the global level, any addiConal
administraCve burdens in the EU market risks reducing the compeCCveness of EU sellers. These beneﬁts
and opportuni<es for EU sellers should be protected by policy markets.
At the same Cme, policy makers should look at the enCre value chain and ensure that measures will not
be overly burdensome for any speciﬁc part of the chain, including importers, wholesalers or distributors
in general. Importers would already have to ensure that products from third countries entering the Single
market are in accordance with the accessibility requirements of this DirecCve. It would be too
burdensome for them to label products not yet in full conformity as presenCng a ‘risk to accessibility’.
ProporConality:
EMOTA welcomes the Rapporteur’s approach towards a set of funcConality linked accessibility
requirements rather than a set of speciﬁc technical requirements.
EMOTA welcomes the derogaCon under ArCcle 12 which exempts economic operators from the
requirements of the DirecCve if these are deemed too burdensome.
EMOTA strongly rejects the noCon that a product which does not have as a main funcCon the assistance
of disabled persons could be qualiﬁed as unsafe or dangerous by this DirecCve.
At the same Cme, the obligaCons for the idenCﬁcaCon of economic operators (Recital 51A), should as
suggested by the Rapporteur, be aligned with the lifecycle of the products.
TransposiCon:
MEP Løkkegaard’s report provides suﬃcient Cme for these changes to be pracCcally and decisively
applied. We call for the transposiCon Cme to be realisCc in that it allows for the eﬀecCve implementaCon
of this DirecCve at naConal level and for businesses to take adequate steps to adopt these measures and
make the necessary changes to their products and services, if required.
Contact:
Razvan Antemir; razantemir@emota.eu; www.emota.eu
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